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ABOUT THE BOOK
A simple, straightforward guide to buying your first electric car. Why go electric now when other fuels are still widely available? What are the pros and cons? How do I charge it? What public or private charge point options are there? Are electric cars really greener than petrol/diesel cars? How do electric cars work? All this and more is explained with a minimum of jargon and tech speak. With a look at electric motorcycles, classic cars, records and racers, this handy guide is a must-read for anyone interested in the future of personal transport.
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BULLET POINTS
• Why electric cars are important now
• The advantages of electric car ownership
• And the drawbacks
• How to charge at home and out on the road
• Different charging options/systems explained
• Are they really greener than petrol/diesel?
• How electric cars work – batteries, motors, systems
• What is the future of battery technology?
• Electric classic car conversions
• Electric motorcycles and speed records
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Peter Henshaw has been an enthusiast for anything with wheels since he was a child – everything from bicycles to 500hp tractors. He was Editor of Motorcycle Sport & Leisure for five years before going freelance, and now contributes to a whole raft of transport magazines and websites, including The Vintagent (motorcycles), A to B (cycling) and Tractor (as it says …) as well as  editing Vintage & Classic Motorcycle. But this petrolhead is becoming increasingly green – now doesn't fly, doesn't own a car, rides the most economical motorcycle on the market, and for local journeys uses a bicycle or pedelec.
Place of birth: Weymouth, UK • Hometown: Sherborne • Nearest city: Bristol
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